INTRODUCTION
This work is a sequel of a previous paper (Plebaiiski and Hacyan I) dealing with exceptional electrovac with..i type D metrics; it corrects a serious error in that paper. The quoted paper belongs to a sequence of articles which had the objective of determining all type D electrovac solutions with ..i which have the principal null directions aligned along the real eigenvectors of the electromagnetic field. With the null tetrad members e 3 and e 4 (we use the same notation as in Refs. 1-3) oriented along principal null directions, the conformal curvature has only the component C (3) #0; then, with the invariant (complex) of the electromagnetic field defined by plays a crucial role in the problem considered. If I #0, the Goldberg-Sachs 4 theorem applies and e 3 and e 4 must be geodesic and shearless. Moreover, by a theorem of Hughston et al. s the solution admits two commuting Killing vectors. The solutions ofthis type with complex expansion Z # 0 are completely described-modulo contractions-in the presence of ..i in terms of the Plebaiiski-Demiaiiskio metrics. The case Z = 0 has also been covered completely in the recent work of Plebaiiski.
2 The exceptional electrovac solutions with..i arise when I = 0, with two subpossibilities:
r ,
In the two subcases E( t-I and E( I' the Goldberg-Sachs and Hughston theorems do not apply. In the paper by Plebaiiski and Hacyan I the branch E( + I was correctly integrated; it contains the Bertotti-Robinson 7.X solution, with both e 3 and e 4 geodesic and shearless, together with an exceptional solution given in a chart [Xl'j = [s,t,u,vj , (1.5) with 
THE DIFFERENTIAL PROBLEM AND ITS INTEGRAL
The differential problem of the exceptional branch E(_ I states in the null tetrad formalism (notation is the same as that which was used in Refs. 1-3) can be summarized as follows. The tetrad e a and connection I-forms rab = r lab J must satisfy the first structure equations where, with electromagnetic field given by (1.4), ( 2.17) Given (2.16) and (2.17), the equations modulo (2.1) are now identities. It remains thus to integrate the first structure equations (2.1), which if we introduce the I-forms r ,: The real ra 's can now be interpreted as the connections of the group 0(2,1 ,JR) and there are many obvious manners of expressing the ra 's in terms of three independent group parameters, say P I,Pl,P.l which together with v can therefore be considered as the chart! x I' I = !p I ,P2'P), V I. Some explicit parametrizations of the ra 's will be discussed below. At this moment, however, it is convenient to summarize the result obtained in terms of abstract ra 's and the coordinate v, assumingr, A r 2 A r 1 Ad (cotv)=1= o. The metricgand theelectromagnetic field UJ from (1.4), with A < 0, have the form ''d (e .. 2ico"[3) ' the invariants of the electromagnetic field being '''''e -2ieol,. With Z pure imaginary, the congruences e 3 and e 4 are divergenceless but twisting; for v = n1T, n = ... -1,0, 1, . .. ,Z and S are singular.
The solution described above contains only the constants A < ° and tPo, the last corresponding to the remaining freedom of the (constant) 
with the values z = ± 00 being singular. With the ra 's so understood, (2.26) gives our solution in terms of the chart I x!' j = I ull,z j. Equivalently, using the chart Ix!'j = ! u,g,g,zj, where
we have
Working in the last chart, one easily finds that our E( _ ) solution always has three Killing vectors; namely, (3.7)
which close in the SL(2,a') algebra
Therefore, the E( _) solution always has a three parameter group of symmetries.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this paper correct the conclusions of Ref. 1 in the form of the following statement: the electrovac with A type D solutions with principal null directions aligned along real eigenvectors of the electromagnetic field are exhausted by the solutions from two classes; the regular (general) class with principal null directions being geodesic and shearless, consisting of the solutions of Refs. 6 and 3 including those of Refs. 7 and 8; and the exceptional class, characterizedbytheconditionI = (E2 + B 2f -(~C(3))2 = 0, where the Goldberg-Sachs theorem does not apply. Nontrivial exceptional solutions exist if and only if A < 0, and are exhausted by the solutions of type EI + ) with one of the principal null directions being nongeodesic, and type EI _) characterized by principal null directions being geodesic, nonexpanding but shearing and twisting. The Robinson-Bertotti solution is a trivial solution with I = 0.
